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BOOK REVIEWS
The

Navaho~ by

Clyde Kluckhohn and Dorothea Leighton. Cambridge and
London: Harvard University Press and Oxford University Press, 1946.
•
$4.5 0 •
Children. of the" People: the Navaho Individual and his Development, by
Dorothea Leighton and Clyde Kluckhohn. Cambridge and London:
Harvard University Press and Oxford University Press, 1947., $4.50.

These two companion volumes report on the third of five American
Indian tribes that are being studie4 in a project sponsored jointly by the
Committee on Human Development of the University of Chicago and the
United States Office of Indian Affairs. The purpose of these investigations
is to trace and compare the development of personality in the five sample
tribes in the interests of more understanding and 'efficient Indian administration. The two :books on the Navaho are a substantial and illuminating
contribution to the larger project and stand, moreover; as a notable separate
study of one of the important Indian groups of the Southwest.
The two volume~ are jointly authored by Pro!essor Clyde Kluckhohn,
anthropolog~st,and Dr. Dorothea Leighton, physician and psychiatrist.
Professor Kluckhohn, whose interest in the Indians of the Southwest has
continued for over twenty years and who, with his students and associates,
has been carrying. on a long-term study of the Navaho Indians, takes primary responsibility for the historical and general ethnological material
present~d. Dr. Leighton," co-author with her husband, A. H. Leighton, of
another book on the Navaho, The ljavaho Door~ reports mainly on the
medical and psychological testing program to which over 200 children from
three different regions of Navaho country were subjected.
The authors have managed to accomplish something that is really very
difficult and rare. They have produced an account of·a people which, by
its accuracy, its inclusiveness, and its organization, earns the respect of the
professional anthropologist; it is, among other things, the summary of the
vast and scattered literature on Navaho culture for which we have been
waiting. Yet by its clarity, directness, and artistry of conception and execution it will delight and inform the general reader who makes no professions
to scholarship or anthropological background. And if those who are
charged with Indian administration cannot gain insight into their successes
and failures from reading these pages, they have only themselves "to blame.
5°1
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Dr. Kluckhohn begins his part of the account with a swift resume of the
past of the Navaho, using both archaeological and historical sources. He
emphasizes the agricultural basis of former Navaho economy and corrects
the notion that the Navaho were "nomads." He describes the conflict
between the Americans and the Navaho, the campaign of destruction waged
against the Navaho by Kit Carson, their exile to Fort Sumner, the return
to the homeland, and the struggle for land and cultural autonomy which
these Indians have had to wage since against the white invader. The author
sums up the situation as it emerges from this historical survey in these
penetrating but none too encouraging sentences: "The problem which confronts The People and the Indian Service today is that of making selfsupport possible in an over-populated region upon comparatively unproductive, deteriorated lands. The practical issues have been distorted by
cultural bias on the part of both the Navaho and the white people of the
surrounding country, heightened by strong emotional convictions."
One of the most effective sections depicts the land and the livelihood of
the Navaho; it required profound and sensitive understanding of the region
and the people to write it. Something of $e quality of the prose can be
gathered from the sentence with which the description of Navaho ct?untry
begins: "Set a stretch of sagebrush interspersed with groves of small ever·
greens against a background of highly colored mesas, canyons, buttes, volcanic necks, and igneous mountain masses clothed in deep pine green,
roofed over with a brilliant blue sky, and you will have a generaliz.ed
picture of the Navaho"landscape. . . ." A discussion of the Navaho sources
of income and subsistence, the growth of population, th;e erosion of the
land, the attempts of In,dian Service personnel to persuade the Indians
that reduction of flocks and herds would be to their advantage, and the
background of Navaho resistance to these blandishments, do much to
.
clarify and interpret the "Navaho problem."
Personal, kin, and intratribal arrangements are next succinctly and
skillfully described. Living arrangements, the division of labor according
to age and sex, obligations to kin and affinal relatives, the influence of the
clan, even matters that enter into customary life, such as recreation, inheritance, and humor are carefully explored. Particularly penetrating is the
discussion of the relations between the Navaho and white traders, missionaries, settlers and employees of the Indian Service. The contrasts between
Navaho conceptions and the views of alien peoples are examined and the
origins of many misunderstandings and tensions are exposed. Three cha~
ters are devoted to a description and analysis of religion, ritual, and myth;
lor the authors wish to show how completely Navaho religion is involved
with economy and other aspects of life, and how dangerous it is, therefore,
simply to brush Navaho faith aside as foolish superstition. The last two
chapters of the first volume deserve particular notice. The first of these
is a nontechnical discussion of the Navaho language, stressing the categories
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through which Navaho thought is sifted and events are viewed. The treat.
ment proves that this topic, usually considered the concern of the specialist
alone, can be made a fascinating and integral part of an anthropological
monograph. The final chapter~ called "The Navaho View of Life,"
seeks to cut through the surface details of everyday activity to the premises
and values which underlie and motivate' behavior. These syntheses and
generalizations create a feeling for the mood and direction of Navaho
culture that it would be difficult to convey by description alone.
The second volume deals with the development of the individual, and
depicts how and when he becomes exposed to the cultural forces and ideas
described in the first volume. It .is, one of the fullest and most convincing
accounts of· primitive childhood and culture acquisition that we have. Its
value is enhanced by much biographical and autobiographical material.
Both volumes ate enriched by a large number of well-chosen photographs.
MORRIS EDWARD QPLER.

The Ancient Maya, by Sylvanus G. Morley. Stanford University, California:
,
Stanford University Press, 1947. $10.00.
Santa Eulalia,' the Religion of a. Cuchumatdn' -Indian Town, by Oliver La
Farge. Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1947. $4.00.
At first glance, a single review of these two boqks on the MCJ.ya might
seem incongruous. One is a general exposition of the highlights of· ancient
Maya civilization; the other is a specialized study of the place and function
of religion in the life of one small community of present-day Maya in the
highlands of Guatemala." Yet, the two books complement each other to a
remarkable degree, for Morley tells us what the Maya achieved, whereas
.La Farge gives' us many of the clqes to the why and wherefore of that
achievement.
Morley has devoted much of his time, not spent on his tireless searches
for new Maya sites and new hieroglyphic inscriptions, to popularizing the
Maya and acquainting the"public with their outstanding accomplishments.
Indeed, were it not for his outstanding ability to impart his enthusiasm
to all with whom he comes in .contact, our present knowledge of the
Maya would be immeasurably smaller than it is. Nearly thirty-five years
ago, when Carnegie Institution of Washington considered supporting
research in some branch of anthropology, Morley, W. H. Rivers, and Jenks
were invited to submit programmes. Morley's contagious enthusiasm for
the Maya field won the day, and Carnegie adopted his programme. It is
interesting to speculate on what would have happened had Rivers' much
sounder, but colorlessly presented programme, which called for ethnological
work in Melanesia, won the day. The task of conquering the Japanese
certainly would have been easier, but our knowledge of Middle America
would still be about w!tere it was thirty years ago."
In the present work Morley waves his magic wand and a Maya caval-
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cade for the edification of many is forthcoming. There is need of a popular
book on the Maya, but the question must always arise as to how much one
should "write down" to the public. Morley, I think, is guilty of assuming
that the reader wants everything cut and dried, and is intellectu~ly incapable of following alternative theories or historical outlines. He conveys
much sound information in an entertaining way, but, despite the length
of the book (520 pages) there is an oversimplification of the picture, which
shows itself in the avoidance of important problelI\.s, such as the relations
of the Maya to their neighbors, and in an overabundance of ex-cathedra
statements. For example, Morley writes as a bald fact that Chichen Itza had
been occupied by the original Itza, the Old Empire Maya in his opinion,
who arrived there via Coba and Yaxuna. Th.at Chichen Itza was settled by
Maya from Coba is conjectural, and hardly jibes with architectural evi. dence; that these settlers were Itza is even less certain. Both of "these statements would be unacceptable to most students of the Maya, .and one feels
that the reader is at least entitled to have them qualified by a "possibly" or
"perhaps." Similarly, Morley's later periods are quite different from those
. of most of his colleagues. He make~ Puuc architecture contemporaneous
with the Mexican buildings at Chichen, which is contrary to ceramic,
evidence, and places the introduction of effigy plumbate pottery in the
thirteenth century, the period of Mayapan's domination, although all the
data from Central Mexico and from the Guatemalan highlands refute such
a late dating of that ware. In a book of this length, one would expect such
objections to be noted, and the intelligent layman deserves the benefit of
the doubt. It is a fair assumption that most readers would wish to be told
of such difficulties, and of opposed interpretations. Half the fun of
archaeology is in its uncertainty. Let the Ladie~' Club of Centerville share
the fun.
.
Apart from this defect, which is, perhaps, not so serious as the above
paragraph would indicate, the book is a sound piece of writing. The ninetyseven plates are carefully chosen to cover all branches of Maya art and
architecture, and many of the text figures are of great interest.
La Farge's study of present-day Maya religion in the cultural setting of
Santa Eulalia, a Chuj-l\1aya village in the Cuchumatcin mountains of northwestern Guatemala, -is- of a kind which, unfortunately, is now all too rare.
The new sociologist, with his statistics on sewing machines, bedpans, and
percentages of people who .have exchanged sandals for boots, tends to
produce. a book which seems very learned, but 'which often fails utterly
to breathe life into the group he is studying. La Farge, praise be, is not of
that class. In his study, superficially simple, but in reality of great profundity, he.paints the religious life and its bacl~.ground of daily activity with
a dexterity which enchants the reader. After reading this book one feels
that one has glimpsed the Maya soul, and that one has within one's ken the
answer to that question which archaeology alone can not give, namely what
spiritual forces shaped the course of Maya civilization and gave to it those
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queer quirks which are its fascination. The interest of Maya civilization does
not lie in its architectural and sculptural feats, but in the peculiar mentality
of the Maya 'which led them to do many strange things and to leave undone
so many obvious ones. Anyone interested in the Maya philosophy of life
would do well to study La Farge's book with care. The closely woven
pattern of religious observance, the holy calendar, and the daily round has
never been so well manifested as in this book.
J. ER I C S. THO M P SON

Latin Americans in Texas, by Pauline R. Kibbe. Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1946. $3.50.
Latin Americans in 'Texas is not at all a contentious book; it is hardly
to be classec;l as controversial; it is essentially a book of facts constructively
interpreted. Yet the author has become the center of a persisting controversy that involves and illuminates everything she has to say in the book.
In 1943 she became executive secretary of the Good Neighbor ComIl)ission
of Texas - an organization of citize_ns without official status. A few months
ago the Texas legislature made it a state agency, authorizing the governor
to appoint its nine members. Shortly before the governor began announcing his appointments, Mrs. Kibbe resigned in order to keep from being
fired by ~s..-(~rthcoming "gIOrifie.d tourist agency." Her activiti¢s against
exploitat¥n..~ "wet back" labor in the Rio Grande valley made her discharge a political requirement, she asserts.
"Wet backs" are Mexicans who come across the Rio Grande from Mexico without benefit of passports, though their passage has recently become
semi-official. They come by the tens of thousands, work for twenty or
twenty-five cents per hour, running down the price of labor for native and
naturalized Latin Americans. They live in fear of deportation and many
of them buy the necessities of life from company stores, very much in the
old-time peon style supposed to be outlawed in Mexico. In 1900, according
to figures adduced by Mrs. Kibbe, the population of persons of Mexican
descent in Texas was 71,062; in)1930, 683,681; in 1947, probably~,200,OOO.
The sharp increase has been made by the influx of agricultural and railroad
laborers.
Better than forty-two per cent of the Latin-American children of school
age in Texas do not go to school at all. In Texas, apportionment of funds
to the seliool districts is made according to scholastic population, not according to record of school attendance. Compulsory attendance is a dead
letter_ In many .districts where Latin-American children outnumber AngloAmerican children, the money thus apportioned is spent chiefly on .the
latter. In the eastern part of Texas where the state's Negro population is
concentrated, Negro children are thus counted in to get school money and
counted out of the schools thus maintained with their portions. Mrs. Kibbe's
exposition of this kind of "fair play" has naturally met with opposition on
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the part of people who imagine that they are profiting by the system.
A considerable part of Latin Americans in Texas is an interpretive
treatment of the histories of Texas and Mexico. The author ascribes the
revolt of Texas against Mexico, in 1836, to the tyranny of Santa Anna, President-Dictator of· the Mexican republic. As a matter of fact, Santa Anna
was an incident. The separation of the English-speaking colonists in Texas,
most of them Southerners and· most of them Protestant, from priest- and
hidalgo-ridden Mexico was an inevitable supplement to the defeat of the
Armada in the English Channel. The treatment of, Mexican history is admirable with one astounding exception. Mrs. Kibbe seems to feel that she
must· not lay hands on the enduring power and policy of the Catholic
Church in Mexico. She boldly exposes Don Porfirio Diaz's policy of keeping
Mexicans ignorant in order to control and work them more easily.. She gets
nowhere by disposing thus of Don Porfirio's chief partner: "The ChurchState controversy in Mexico is a purely internal question of political and
economic supremacy." -Her exposition of the advances in· education, health,
agriculture, and other fields as a result of the Mexican revolution is very
revealing.
The picture in Texas itself is far from being altogether black. Tolerance and enlightenment seem often to develop in society with geological
slowness, but Mrs. Kibbe points out many ways and instances in which Latin
Americans north of the Rio Grande have gained ground. -

..

J. "FRANK

DOBIE

Zachary Taylor, by Brainerd Dyer. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1946. $4.00.
General George Crook: His Autobiography, edited and annotated hy Martin F. Schmitt. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1946. $3.00.
During the years of the Mexican War and his consequent sixteen~
months term as President of the United States, Zachary Taylor was a storm
center of controversy. His slugging victories in Mexico, which captured the
imagination and devotion of the American people, were severely criticized
by fellow military men and set him at odds with President Polk, who
accused him of lack of preparation, lack of co-operation, and responsibility
for heavy loss of American life at the unnecessary battle of Buena Vista.
Mter he became President, Old Rough and Ready was unable to assemble
a cabinet that met with the approval of the nation; and the settlement of
the Galphin claim, in which the Secretary of War was implicated, provided
his enemies with material for withering attacks. Finally, his stubborn
opposition to the Clay Compromise Act alienated many of the most able
legislators of his day.
Through the maze of conflicting statements for and against Taylor,
Brainerd Dyer follows faithfully the path of the impartial historian. Avoiding the pitfall of some biographers, who come to love their subjects too well,
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he likewise avoids the "debunking" spirit that was for a while prevalent in
American biography. His analysis of his subject pictures Old Rough and
Ready, as his name implies, as' a typical product <?f his period and of the
frontier on which he served. 'The author summarizes the character of
Taylor as that of "a hard-working, successful officer rather than a" military
genius; an honest servant of the people rather than a great statesman; a
truly representative American of the early nineteenth century... :' Mr.
Dyer himself, an associate professor .of history at the University of California and author of a biography of William M. Evarts, is an honest and hardworking biographer. The thoroughness of the research which 'backs his
book is attested by the excellent "Critical Essay op Authorities" which is
appended. It is no fault of his that his subject is one of the duller personalities in American history.
The year that General Taylor was elected P:resident, George Crook
went to the Military Academy at West Point, and another general was in the
making. This one was not brilliant, either, for he was to become "... the
lowest-ranking cadet ever to rise to the rank of majpr general of the United
States."
'
General Crook's autobiography, covering his life from the time he left
West Point until 1876, when he suffered his only major defeat from the
Indians in the Department of the Platte, was an unknown document for
fifty years. The General's personal papers, in the possession of Mrs. Crook
until her death in 1895, were then*passed on to Colonel Walter S. Schuyler.
In 1939, Mrs. Schuyler presented'them to the library of the Army War
College, ". . . where they were pasted into a scrapb~ok and filed away
without further notice." In 1942 Martin F. Schmitt, stationed at the War
College, rediscovered the Crook 'papers and began the preparation of the
autobiography for publication.
Of the maIlY able officers who wrestled with the problem of Indian
administration on the frontier, ".. . General .George Crook was the
acknowledged master. General Sherman named him the greatest Indian
fighter and manager the United States Army ever had:" Except for the
Civil War years, General Crook's entire active military life was spent on the
frontier. A stern and relentless adversary of the Indians, he nevertheless
gained their complete respect by his honest and straightforward dealings
with them. His genuine interest in their welfare is shown by the fight he
maintained, even after he left the Department of Arizona, to have the
Chiricahua Apaches, exiled by General Miles to Florida, returned to' a·
section which more nearly approximated the country to which they had
been accustomed. That the Indians appreciated ~ the stern justice of the
man they called Three Stars is attested by the statement of a chieftain at
the time of the General's death: "General Crook came; -he, at least, never
lied to us. His words gave the people hope. He died. Their hope died
again. Despair came again:'
General Crook's Autobio~raph'Y is a book of deep interest to all
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students of the West. ,It is not, as it should not be, a literary document; and
its editor cleverly realized that corrections in grammar and changes in
structure would have destroyed the flavor of the original. Of especial interest
are the General's comments on some of his fellow officers and their p~rform
ance of their duty-always frank, often completely scathing. With the help
of his diary and personal papers, Mr. Schmitt has effectively completed
the story of the life of General Crook. One does not feel here the complete
impartiality which characterizes Brainerd Dyer's work, but it is a thorough
and excellently documented book. Mr. Schmitt deserves great commenda·
don for a valuable contribution to the history of the West.
THELMA

CAMPBELL

Rocky Mountain Tales~ egited by Levette J. Davidson and Forrester Blake.
NOnDan: The University of Oklahoma Press, 1947. $3.00.
This volume has some of the merits and most of the defects of similar
compilations of anecdote, as well as a few shortcomings of its own. Its merit
is that of a carefully prepared scrapbook which can be truthfully said to
make inaccessible .materials accessible. Inasmuch, however, as the value of
a scrapbook depends largely on the use to which it is put, it is impossible
to say yet how much value this one will eventually have. Folklore has already
made a valuable contribution to American literature-see the stories of
Stephen Vincent Benet, Wilbur Schramm, Fred Shaw and others-but one
must reserve judgment as to whether continued activity in gathering obscure
material is worth print, paper, and subsidization.
The chief defect of such books is that editorial classifications only
produce large lumps of unassimilable matter. One wishes for a few folklorists who can do something with their material beyond classifying it.
Stories about prospecting, cattle-raising, "unnatural natural history," and so
on, are dull or amusing, depending OIl the narrator and the interest of his
material. Five pages of the wretched newspaper prose of the last century
tire one to death of Jim Bridger, Sergeant O'Keefe, or anyone else. ,
~ The editors' prose is little better. The introduction and headnotes
contribute nothing to the analysis of the material and are written'in the
style one expects of writers for the- Sunday supplements-sentimentalized,
overwritten, and awestruck before the high romance of the' Western past.
These introductory sections are merely embarrassing.
Furthermore, folklore is throughout mixed indiscriminately with
memoirs, so that the book'is neither one thing nor the other. Because folklore and history do frequently blend, and because few will confuse them
here, this defect is less serious than the truncated, pointless effect some of
the extracts have.
More serious is the thinness of the Western cultural pattern which the
diligent assembling of frontier relics indicates. Not that these relics should
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be lost-but the function of Western universities ought to be as seminal
as it is preservative.
, In less than a hundred years··the West has leapt from the age of legend
to' the age of scholarship. Thus it has skipped the long period of creation
and criticism which should intervene; and the universities, bafBed by the
lack of literature on which to exercise the scholarly method, have nearly
depleted. the meagre soil of folklore.
.
Western universities should turn now to developing a climate of
opinion in which ideas-and hence literature-can flourish. To this end
folklore makes ,but a small contribution. The great activity in "creative
writing" courses or "Writersf Conferences," which emphasize "writing and
marketing techniques," and which have little c61!cern with thought, also
conp-ibutes little towards produCing a creative climate, which is partly an
effect of the whole university working in relationship or in necessary antag.
onism to the community.. An effort towards. a thoughtful culture' might
result eventually in fewer compilations and more creations.
JOSEPH

J.

FIREBAUGH

Southwesterners Write: the America.n Southwest in Stories and Articles by
Thirty-two Contributors, selected and edited byT. M. Pearce and A. P.
Thomason; illustrated by Helen S. Pearce. Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 1947. $4.00.
'
!
"The anthologists have stretched their canvas tight, drawn their design
with a bold hand, and filled in the spaces with subtle tonal values."
From the creative palette of Southwestern writers they have produced a
picture haunting with an overpowering nostalgia for a Southwest which
today floats like a mirage just l>eyond the sands of reality, a Southwest
blurred by impact with moyern life. The intimation is strong not only that
these two ~en, Pearce and Thomason, possessed a deep knowledge of their
Southwest, but that their affection for the region was tinged with sadness for
the fading of its bright colors.
This book is-an anthology to give the passing stranger a romantic insight
into an historic land. More important, for the true Southwester:ner who
loves the country of blue distances, aromatic cedar §moke, cowboy brags and
ceremonious juntas, it is a family album preserving fading daguerreotypes.
True, in their introduction Pearce and Thomason mention trends of
modern civilization in Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona. True,
Omar Barker's politicos may still, be found gnawing their weight in chicos;
the Captain Choate of George Milburn lives and lies in every village. But
the impression the anthology presents is of a parade already rounding tlJ-e
comer, its drums sounding faintly. Today the gifts of God many times are
headed by the relief check; Tacey has smashed her red lamp; Dobie's long·'
horns flourish on saloon walls. This impression does not lessen the book's
appeal. In fact, life is increasingly dear in retrospect, the Southwest of Palo
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Duro's fine red dusts and Karankawas' singing snakes holds the reader's
interest more definitely than today's dreary newscasts.
The anthology is divided into four sections: interpretation, 'fi~tion,
narrative, and opinion, with a group of distinguished ~riters fulfilling the
anthologists' avowed purpose of displaying the intermingled patterns of
living and contrasting thought in the Southwest. The little illustrations
scattered through the book are charming. It is too bad Helen Pearce was
not more generous with her pen and ink.
If it be success for an anthologist to arouse in his readers a vague but
disturbing homesickness for a land and a period, whether it is familiar or
unknown, then Pearce and Thomason~have done an excellent job of editing
and collecting. This anthology should appeal to the oldtimer, tenderfoot,
and modernist slightly bilious from an overdose of day after tomorrow's
atomic worries.
MARGARET PAGE

HOOD

Vicente Silva and His Forty Bandits, by Manuel C de Baca; translated into
English by Lane Kaufman; illustrations from the original drawings by
Fanita Lanier. Washington, D. c.: Edward McLean, Libros Escogidos.
1947. goo copies case bound and signed by author and illustrator, each
$10.00; 175 copies in French wrappers, each $7.50.
This edition is the first in English of Manuel C de Baca's account of
the territorial bandit, Vicente Silva, who in the early 1890'S terrorized and
practically ruled the 'Countryside in the vicinity of Las Vegas, New Mexico.
The book, without which no Southwestern library can be called complete,
is an important and rare addition to Southwestern Americana.
First printed in Spanish, issued. from a local newspaper printing office,
and widely distributed among the Spanish-speaking New Mexicans, the
book was highly praised and deeply damned by various groups of New
Mexicans, according to their own inclinations and points of view. By those
who knew the true situation but were unable to do anything to remedy it,
the account was said to be a true and impaJI"tial statement of the existing
lawlessness; on the other hand, it was roundly denounced by all citizens and
politicians who either directly' or indirectly benefited from the lawlessness.
Through them, the book was suppressed and copies confiscated wherever
found.
The book has been long out of print and very few of the original copies
can be located. However, Edward McLean was fortunate a few years ago
in finding a copy; and he has done a service to historians, as well as to the
reading public, in reissuing this long-lost chapter of early New Mexico
territorial history.
Manuel C de Baca, I understand, was an early day lawyer, a resident of
Las Vegas during these territorial days, who knew firsthand of the machina·
tions of this outlaw. Vicente Silva was said to have had ..the face of an
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angel and the heart of a devil," and never to have hesitated to use either or
both to his own advantage. His crimes ran the gamut from robbery to
murder, kidnaping, rape, torture-whatever at the moment best suited his
purpose or his fancy. In his gang of bandits he included members of the
Las Vegas police force; hence the Citizens of the'Meadow City had no
protection against his raids or atrocities.
Among the many murders .committed by "him and his gang was that
of his wife, a simple, devout Church woman, who condoned his crimes
because of her love for him and continually prayed for his redemption. She
had tried, as best she could but to no purpose, to turn him from his sinful
ways. At last he came to fear her denouncement of him and decided to put
her out of the way. "Dead men can tell 'no tales." Furthermore, her existence interfered with his life with his mistress, a woman of his own type.
As a result of her brutal murder and heartless burial, in which he
forced his entire gang to participate, the gang decided to do away with him
themselves. They did so after they had given his wife "a decent burial" and
"one worthy of us:' as commanded by Silva. This "decent burial" and "one
worthy of us" consisted of dumping her body into the first deep arroyo they
came to near the scene of her murder, then caving the soft bank down upon
the body to cover it. Leaving the scene arid coming to the very next similar
arroyo, Silva's men suddenly shot their leader in the back of the head,
dumped him into the arroyo, a~d repeated the "decent burial" of his poor
wife. However, this sudden revulsion of his bandits agains",t his crimes was
not the only reason for their disposal of hi~. They had but a few days
before successfully robbed a bank, making a big haul, and they felt that
Silva had not properly divided the spoils. He had kept more than his share.
Thus the' law was cheated of its rightful vengeance.
'With their leader gone, it was not long before the gang was caught and
brok
the outraged, law-abiding citizens of Las Vegas. Some of the
b dits were hu in the old plaza; some were sent to prison for ~ a few
of the less guilty ere given shorter terms or freed. Las Vegas entered a
more tranquil existence than it had known during the lifetime of Vicente
Silva.
Praise is due the translator, Lane Kaufman, for the way he has succeeded in preserving the Spanish flavor of the author's text. This indefinable sense of a language, its natural "flavor" is too often lost in translation,
but in this book it has been preserved to an unusual degree.
The format of the book is pleasing. It is s~t in Intertype Garamond
Bold; the papet is Strathmore's all-rag Old Stratford. Miss Lanier's drawings are adapted from the illustrations in the old Spanish edition. The
chapter headings are in early Spanish decorative type printed b~ldly in
red and black. The printing of the book was done by E. L. Hildreth and
Company, of Brattleboro, Vermont, under the supervision of Edward
McLean; and the binding is by Hazel Dreis and Edward McLean. The
edition is limited to five hundred copies, of which twenty-five, handbound
-
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in full Niger Goatskin, signed by the translator, the illustrator, and "the
binders, sold at one hundred dollaI'$ each and were all subscribed befQre
publication.
INA SIZER CASSIDY

Adventures of a Ballad Hunter, by John A. Lomax. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1947· $3.75.

~

John A. Lomax for several decades has been holding audiences rapt
with folk songs and with tales'hf his adventures in collecting them. Whether
the audience is the Modern Language Association gathered at Christmas
in solemn and scholarly conclave or lively school children, in a few sentences
this masterly story teller has his hearers with him around a camp fire as
the cowboys lull the cattle to sleep; at a Negro baptizing, the congregation
chanting "Let's go down to Jordan"; or under the blinding lights of a
prison farm, Iron Head singing of the captain with the bull whip, his fellow
convicts joining in the anguished refrain "Great Gawdamighty."
Mr. Lomax now has written down these tales. Adventures of a Ballad
Hunter is recommended to all who are interested in folk songs, their genesis and growth, indeed to all who relish a human story well told. The folklorist-author has an eye and an ear and a heart for the pathos and humor
of the lives and songs of the people. Never is he irreverent or condescending. He is as concerned with collecting friends as songs.
For the student of folklore this volume is a valuable supplement to
John A. and Alan Lomax's books of ballads and songs: Cowboy Songs
and Other Frontier Ballads, Songs of the Cattle Trail and Cow Camp,
American Ballads and Folk Songs, Negro Folk Songs as Sung by Lead Belly,
and Our Singing Country. It, supplies accounts, too, of the circumstances,
often movingly dramatic, of: the making of records for the Archive of
American Folk Song of the Library of Congress.
. John A. Lomax's interest in ballads began in boyhood in Bosque
County, Texas, where he grew up hearing herds passing and cowboys singing on a branch of the old Chisholm Trail that ran by the two-room farm
house. Soon he was writing down and singing these songs. At twenty-one
he carried with him to Granbury College "tied up with cotton string a small
roll of cowboy songs." Later they went with him to the University of Texas,
where he showed them hopefully to a learned member of the English
Department. That Anglo-Saxon scholar advised him to devote his attention
to great writing, that "his samples of frontier literature were tawdry, ~eap,
and unworthy." He made a bonfire of his songs, perhaps the first collection
of cowboy ballads ever made. At Harvard University more than ten years
later as a graduate student, he was enthusiastically encouraged to resume
his collecting of cowboy songs by Professor Barrett Wendell, to whose
memory The Adventures of a Ballad Hunter is dedicated, and by Professor
George Kittredge.
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Sponsored by these scholars, Mr. Lomax was granted three successive
Sheldon Fellowships from Harvard for the "investigation of American
ballads." As a t;esult Cowboy Songs and Other Frontier Ballads was published in Ig10. Since then Mr. Lomax has h~ld a number of grants for
collecting folklore. Mter one ~verflow volume of these western songs, Songs
of the Cattle Trail and Cow Camp (lgI8), John A. Lomax with the aid of
his son Alan branched out to include in his collecting many other types of
American ballads and songs. On horseback, by foot trail, by train, and by
car, usually with a' recording mac1}ine, at first alone, l.ater with Al~n, or with
Lead Belly or Iron Head, two Negro convicts paroled to him, he pas gone
up and down and back and forth across the country into cow camps, peni.
tentiaries, prison farms, gypsy camps, lonely mountain cabins, Negro country
churches, wherever he heard of a song or a singer or just took a chance.
"Whoopee Ti Yi Yo" was sung to him by a gypsy woman on the West
Fork of the Trinity River near 'Fort Worth. "Home on the Range" he
recorded from a Negro saloon keeper, an ex-trail cook, in Ig08 in San
Antonio. "I'm Troubled Lord, Troubled about My Soul," he heara from
the throats of two thousand black men on a Mississippi convict farm on an
Easter Sunday. , A fine version of "John Henry," a steel-driving song, was
sung for his recording machine by a Negro trusty in the Arkansas Penitentiary. Emma Dusenberry, aged seventy-nine and blind, living in an Ozark
mountain cabin, sang for his recording eighty-tWo songs, many of them old
British ballads.
It is difficult to choose from the many memorable scenes and people
in the volume. The reader will not forget the compassionate Father Finnegan at the Huntsville, Texas, prison walking with a moaning black boy to
the death chair, or Father Silva i\}. San Antonio at Christmas blessing the
animals, adorned with pink crepe-paper necklaces, or white-bearded Professor Kittredge venerated as a prophet out of the Old Testament by a Negro
congregatio~ in Austin. Mr. Lomax has in truth shared his adventures with
~
t\O
his readers.
A statement from President Theodore Roosevelt's letter in Cowboy
Songs and Other Frontier Ballads stands as a fitting tribute to Mr. Lomax
for his latest volume and all of the preceding ones: "You have done a work
emphatically worth doing and one which should appeal to the peopl~ of all
our country, but particularly to the people of the West and Southwest."
.

MABEL MAJOR

Dust on the Kin~s Highway, by Helen C. White. New York: The Maemillan Company, 1947· $3.50 •
Dust oh the King's Highway is a novel recounting the travels and
eventual martyrdom of Fray Francisco Garces among the Indians of the
~ Southwest. Its ten-year span, 1771-1781, covers the pioneering of the King's
Highway connecting California with"Santa Fe and the missions of Mexico
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and Arizona. 'Considered as a novel, it lacks cohesion; the first sections
covering the journeys into California and the trip to Oraibe have too little
to do with the last on the tragic failure of the mission among the Yuma,
and they follow Spanish records too closely to build up either the land or
the people into convincing solidity. This shortcoming is true only of the
first part; the last two hundred pages are superb fiction.
As a piece of scholarship, the whole book is ethnol~gically sound:
details of Indian costume and behavior are accurate and the action is historically correct. Hopf and Zuni and Yuma are done well and truly, especially
,the Hopi (Moqui for Miss White). Here is the description of woun~ caused
by the Yuma war dub:
. . . in a pool of darkening blood, already buzzing with flies, lay doubled up a
uniformed body with only a bleeding pulp for a head.... Beyond~ another soldier
was lying doubled up in the same contorted fashion. . .. The fria!!' . . . bent over
to close the horror-stricken eyes. As he did so, the body relaxed and fell back and
he caught sight of the tom belly.

Read that to an anthropologist, and you will get an enthusiastic description
of the famed Yuma "potato-masher club," which was grasped in the middle
so that the hammer end could be smashed into the enemy's face and the
pointed handle used to tear his entrails on the rebound. Miss White does
not describe the shape 0'£ the club, though the wounds are unmistakable to
,
the expert.
. This failure to go beyond her source and make the facts she describes
seem humanly possible as well as hIstorically true is the great fault of the
whole first half of the book. The deliberate timing of the expeditions across
the Yuma sandhills and the Imperial Valley of California. for July, for
instance, is not only appalling but downright inconceivable to most of us
who have a casual tourist's knowledge of what Palm Springs or Yuma can
be like in the summer. One needs the added information that summer rains
and the June overflow of the Colorado River are the only water supply for
all that area, and Miss \Vhite does' not give it. Nor does she ever in any of
her California travel describe the country so that particular places are
recognizable.
.
The second half of the book is completely different. Beginning with
the section on Oraibe, the land and the people come alive: the pages cease
to echo quaint charm from a Spanish manuscript and become a window
to an earlier life; the nose is filled witlJ the smell of pinon and the smoke
of Indian camp fires. And when the personnel of the Yuma colony ~e in,troduced and Fray Garces goes with them to the doomed mission of
Concepci6n, Miss White has struck her stride as a novelist. Fray Garces,
trying to keep faith with his Indian friends and to teach them Christianity
while he is inextricably bound to the colonists and soldiery who have come
to exploit them, is a tragic figure for all time. One thinks of Greece and
Germany and Palestine, and one grieves for Fray Garces, to whom Palma,
. the first of his Indian friends, cries out: "Is this what it means to be a
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Christian that a man should stand on the land of his fathers and beg for
the corn that others have taken from it?" The last fearful week when the
war arrows have been sent and the war clubs are being paiIitedj:~ilie morning
attack, and the endless waiting through the day and the night'.:... these are as
real as if they were happening today and to our own relatives.
DOROTHY

BEALS

Blood Brother, by Elliott Arnold. New York: Duell, Sloan"8c Pearce, Inc.,
1947. $3.00 •
"

¥

A difficulty with historical fiction is that the reader who is unfamiliar
with the subject cannot readily distinguish history from fiction. The author,
too, has his troubles. Aspiring to make the narrative credible, he is faced
with the problem of reconciling known facts with the exigencies of fictional
plot. The result is, generally, a compromise that is unsatisfactory both as
history and fiction.
Evert as straight history, the story of the Chiricahua Ap.ache 'as the
white man pressed in upon them is not without drama. Cochise, their
chief, who does his utmost to guide his people in their relationship with the
whites, is given a fairly credible, if somewhat idealized, characterization by
Mr. Arnold. There is also a full, if highly romanticized, version of the
career of Thomas J. JeffordS ~ freighter, scout, and Indian agent. Mr.
Arnold has managed to sandwich into his novel a good deal of valid anthro~
pological information concerning the Chiricahua Apache along with other
data about~the Indians that is more fictional than factual. One must un~
qualifiedly credit. Mr. Arnold with real insight into the nature of the, conflict
between Indian and white man and the irrational responses of both groups
when motivated by fear and terror.
But it must also be said that the structure of, the novel is transparent
and hackneyed; that from the career of Jeffords, as here outlined, the latter
behaves more as if he were blood brother to Superman than to Cochise. The
female characters are particularly wooden. Jeffords' Indian wife - "the
splendor in her eyes blinded him" - is unnatural in her role as a child of
nature. -His red-haired girl friend seems to . react to the ups and downs of
her relationship with Jeffords in about the-same 'manner as a fIollywood
actress in a badly directed movie. Mr. Arnold goes completely off the deep
end in his ~dmiration of Apache democ:racy and, in much the same way,
misinterprets the relationship between Montezuma and his subjects. It may
well be, however, that such errors of fact and interpretation are not to be
taken seriously in the realm of historical fiction.
EDWARD N. SAVETH
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The Wallaces of Iowa, by Russell Lord. Boston:
pany, 1947. $5.00 •

Hough~on

Mifflin Com

This is both a fascinating and revealing book. It deals ~ith the career
of three generations of Henry '\Vallaces, probably the best known famil:
in Iowa's history. Moreover, three generations of Henry Wallaces have beel
important figures in the growth of America.
_
Grandfather, "Uncle Henry Wallace," was founder and editor of Wal
ace's Farmer, the ptost successful of all farm journals, whose motto wa:
"Good Farming ••• Clear Thinking ... Right Living." ~'Honest Harry'
Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture under Harding and Coolidge, helped expose the Tea Pot Dome Scandal. Henry Agard Wallace came to his father'f
chair in the Department of Agriculture when the nation was ready fOJ
change, and he was Vice-Commander in Chief during the Second World
~ War, when his vision of the Century of the Common Man was the brightest
hope for the post-war world.
"Uncle Henry Wallace" served as chaplain during the Civil War. Soul
trouble and lung trouble took him from Pennsylvania to Iowa, where he
became a most influential figure. He was responsible for "Tama Jim" Wilson's appointment as Secretary of Agriculture, and he himself served on the
Country Life Commission with Gifford Pinchot and Walter Hines Page. A
deeply religious man, his greatest delight was a column for every issue of
Wallace's Farmer, "Uncle Henry's Sabbath School Lesson," a great circulation builder and holder. He wrote with burning faith and simplicity, and
he profoundly influenced tens of thousands of farm lads. "Uncle Henry"
truly became a patriarch of Iowa. He died in 1916. It is difficult for anyone
save an Iowan to realize "Uncle Henry)" part in Iowa.
"Harry Wallace," said Gifford PinChot, "was a natural-born gamecock.
He was redheaded on his head and in his souU" A devoted admirer of
Theodore Roosevelt, he came to doubt the value of the tariff, though he
never went the whole way. He wanted a tariff equivalent fo~ the farmer;
In this aim he was opposed by Hoover and was -still fighting a losing battle
when he died in 1924.
In a brief memorial editorial to his father, Henry A. Wallace promised,
"The fight for agricultural equality will go on; so will the battIe for a stable
price level, for larger income and higher standards of living for the wo)."·kjng
farmer, for the checking of speculation in farm lands, for the thousand:and
one things that are needed to make the sort of rural civilization he labored
for and hoped to see...."
In his two terms as Secretary of Agriculture under F. D. Roosevelt,
H. A. Wallace largely succeeded in putting this program into effect and gave
.the farmers a richer and more mea~ing£ul life. Henry A. Wallace has been
compared to many historical figures from Pontius. Pilate to Jefferson and
Lincoln. Dubbed "Old Man Common Sense" by Roosevelt, he has been
the most controversial member of the family.
p
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A man is partly judged by his friends. Among Wallace's friends have
been George Washington Carver, Robert "Frost, George Russell (AE), Ches·
ter Davis, M. L. Wilson, and Rex Tugwell. Henry A 'Wallace is the best
equipped man who has ever served as Secretary of Agriculture, being an
economist, a .practical farmer, a successful business man, a scientist, one of
the discoverers of hybrid corn, a writer and editor. Like his grandfather,
he is deeply religious, but his religion takes a more mystical turn.
There is not a figure in public life today who is less self.seeking, more
courageous or more daring than he~ whether his subject is agriculture or
Russia. In fact, he speaks for the. conscience of America.
Miss Perkins says that Roosevelt found Wallace wise and truthful.
Eleanor Roosevelt, reviewing some of his public papers, speaks of him as CIa
human being who has become a statesman ••. driving into the minds of
the American people certain truths made clear as no other statesman ~as
done.... If one were to pick out the one outstanding and continuing theme
of all that Wallace says, it is his belief that whatever is done, must be done
for the general welfare of the majority-::of the people. . . . You will hear
people say that they are afraid of Henry Wallace because he is a "dreamer,
an impractical person, a mystic. .Noone who reads these speeches atten~
tively would be afraid on any of these counts. . . . They would know that
he had to be practical because his scientific training was too intense to allow
loose thinking. They would know that out of his background nothing which
was not truly American could possibly grow. . . :'
With the Wallaces, agriculture hasalw~ys-come first. They have served
officially and unofficially in the councils of twelve administrations. They
did not grow up separately or work separately. They grew close together.
They have become an Iowa institution. All this and much more .is revealed
in this thoroughly admirable book.
CHARLES E. PAYNE

The Christian Heritage in America, by George, Hedley. New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1947. $2.00.
The American Council of Education recently issue~ a repor~ on the
state of religion in higher education which was reviewed in Time magazine.
The consensus among the twelve college presidents participating in the
three-year study was that the American doctrine of the severe separation of
church and state has resulted in a generation which is profoundly ignorant
of all religious values. This book· by Dr. Hedley, Associate professor of
Sociology at Mills College, is designed as an attractive and palatable antidote
to such religious ignorance and apathy.
The American mind proverbially lacks historical depth and at no point
is this more apparent than in our shallow appreciation of the heroic tradition of our country's religious pioneers. \Ve have little understood the
leavening influence of conflicting religious philosophies and movements
.OJ
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which have all left lasting marks in our contemporary democratic culture.
Beginning chronologically with Judaism and following the historical
scale down to contemporary revival cults, Dr. Hedley traces the key doctrines
and social attitudes of religious bodies found in America. Each chapter is
titled with a key phrase from the Bible or from creedal statements. Wit4in
each chapter Dr. Hedley blends anecdote with highly compressed history
to make clear the contribution of each denomin~tion. The concluding
chapters of the book deal with the whole religious movement known as
"liberalism," with the ethical values inherent in the Hebrew-Christian tradition, and with a ,hypothesis and a prophecy entitled "The Church of the
Future."
Many teachers of religion must have longed for a concise and readable
book in the popular tradition which could deftly summarize both the history
and the contemporary place of the many religious movements contending
for modern allegiance. This book is the product of scholarly research combined with wholesome and salutary contact with the student mind in daily
chapel and classroom relationships, and thus it meets a long felt need.
It is impossible for so highly condensed a study to avoid being cavalier
at some points in its treatment of hIstory and attitudes. The chapters on
the Episcopal Church and the Revivalistic Sects seems to betray a lack of
sympathy indicating that the intention to be "objective" is itself subject
to unwitting personal modifications. On the whole, however, Dr. Hedley's
book is pre-eminently fair to all branches of the army of faith.
Especially useful sections of the book deal with the relationship between religious and civil liberty, a subject once again of tremendous interest
since some religious groups are being challenged to justify their right to
use public tax money for private education. It is also stimulating to see
so slippery and elusive a word as liberalism pinned down and defined in
its relationship to religion. "The first and principal mark of true~liberal.
is~ is the technique of free, objective inquiry." Thus, liberalism is not a
dogma or any particular modern notion but a method and a way of life
which keeps a growing edge on man's'moral awareness.
In the eucumenical movement Dr. Hedley sees a promise of a church
of the future more aware of the good in all its branches - a church stronger
in the battle against evil because it has learned to share its historical resources.
HENRY HAYDEN

Operation ,Moscow, by Christopher Norborg. New York: E. P. Dutton Be
Company, Inc., 1947. $3.50.
If the disciples of Marx and Lenin can find nothing but good in the
teachings of these men, their detractors seem able to find naught but evil
in them. Dr. Norborg's mood is the latter, and all those who disagree -with
him are stupid, apathetic, sentimental, ignorant or deluded. These charac-
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terizations are the author's, and 'some might well have the same objection
to his dogmatism as those who find reason for exasperation in the language
of Marxj.a~/fundamentalism. Like James Burnham before him, Dr. Norborg
is convince that "The Soviet Union is a Leviathan with a global blueprint
for Marxis world conquest." It is so written for everyone with eyes to read.
The war ltself was just an unforeseen interregnum, or a "Strange Alliance"
as J ohn ~. Deane viewed it in a recent book, which served only momentarily
to shelve· pan-Soviet strategy to enmesh the world in the 'coils of Com..
munism.
Why do the Russians behave that way? Dr. Norborg handicaps himself
and the reader in answering this question because of a self-imposed restriction. Explicitly, his analysis is dedicated to "a st~dy of the available facts
of the Kremlin's post-w-ar behavior." (Our italics.) This limitation is
unfortunate since an analysis of either individual or nation cannot be ac..
complished with any measure of authority when large blocks of equally
"available facts" over a longer period of time are ignored or. wilfully
omitted. It is inevitable, then, that Dr. Norborg's "thoroughgoing analysis"_
should turn out to be the limited one of psychoanalysis rather than an examination based on objective historical reporting.
, Th(: gigantic and frightening deadlock between the U. S. A. and the
U. S. S. R. becomes a subject for fashionable psychologizing. "The international aggressiveness of the Soviets is the political expression . . . of a
pathologically exaggerated opinion of the men in the Kremlin concerning
their own power and perfection." Elsewhere it is 'a "deep-seated guilt feeling" which acc;ounts for the behavior of these gentlemen. Continuing in
the same professional vein, Russia's excessive' use of the ve~o (the issues
are neither discussed nor concretized) is "symptomatic of voluntary-mental
afflictions.'" As for the "broken pledges" of Yalta and Potsdam, and the
traditional suspicion of the Soviets, that is the familiar psychotic trick of
projecting "their own motives into the interpretation of the activities of
others." Regional security, Realpolitik, historical claims, economic considerations and the changing complex of motives shaping the foreign. policy
of any nation receive scant attention or are enclosed in the quotes of sarcastic ~isbelief.
How to cope with the ·Kremlin psychosis and replace "Rooseveltian
dreamland" with "Christian realism" is the burden of the last third of this
book. Dr. Norborg believes that four regional police authorities set up
within the meaning of the United Nations charter and based on geopolitical and economic communities of interest will bring us the will-o'-thewisp of peace on earth. He makes no secret of his desire to have the authorities on .three points of the compass point their guns and atomic bombs at
the Soviet Regional Authority in order to put the fi.nal quietus on all future
manifestations of truculence from that source.
Recognizing that there is ,no defense against the atomic bomb, Dr.
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Norborg does not say what is to be done when, as has been predicted, the
Soviet Union begins to stockpile its own atomic missiles. Perhaps it will
require nothing short of the prevalence of atomic know-how in more than
one nation to compel all to forge a way of living together with the hot irons
of necessity. And, let us hope, with m"ore understanding than Dr. Norborg
has shown.
IRVING BRODKIN

Cuba, by Ema Fergusson. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1946. $3.75.
Cuba now adds to the record of Erna Fergusson's perceptive travels
among our neighbors to the South. It demonstrates, along with her Guatemala, Chile, and Venezuela, in particular, her direct and candid powers of
observation: just how good a neighbor is the United States? Just how
mutual is that neighborliness? Never under the illusion that a relatively
short stay can provide even a penetrating pbserver with the whole story of
a country, Miss Fergusson skirts, as always, the pitfalls into which so many
"travel writers" vanish. She makes,no pretense of authority, omniscience,
or exhaustive study of the country. What she gives her readers is an urbane,
gracious, pictorial account by a visitor who has moved with well-balanced
interest in many circles, who has made an effort to see with understanding
and sympathy. the point of view of the country she explores. To this kind
of report and observation she adds - through research into primary and
secondary source materials, through many personal interviews - a clear
account of the history and culture of Cuba. She catches background and
history and present atmosphere, giving us first Havana and then ..the interior," among its cities halcyon Baracoa, modem Santiago, Bayamo with
its ancient pride, aristocratic Camaguey, Pinar del Rio. She traces the
colonial and revolutionary history of Cuba; outstanding in this section are
her accounts of the mambi - the unknown guerrilla fighter -, of the mulatto
military genius Antonio Maceo, and of the national hero, Jose Marti. Her
pen nicely edged, she gives us the real story of the "message to Garda," and
lays the ghosts of some of our legends, political and economic, about the
Spanish American War and the price of sugar. An account of the primitive
survivals of Cuba's African heritage and a resume of the life and culture
of the sophisticated, modem Cuba ~omplete her picture.
Miss Fergusson is not primarily concerned with beating the drums for
social justice, but implicit in her study of Cuba's mingling races, and expressed with complete frankness in her last chapter is her admiration for
Cuban handling of the problems of race, creed, and color. She has seen the
evils which have beset the island - "colonialism, imperialism, political and
economic, blind exploitation and destruction of natural resources, including
the human." But she places high among Cuba's assets the skill with which
that country has avoided "the crippling clumsiness in human dealing and
the demeaning hypocrisy that afBicts those who cherish race prejudice."
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Miss Fergusson is perhaps the ideal traveling tI"eporter. She has grace,
clarity; unabashed friendliness for many kinds of people, genuine interest.
Those who know her and hear her talk about her journeyings, will perhaps
have, as I po, two reservations about the book. One is the regret that more
'of the wit, charm, and crispness of phrase which mark her speech has not,
somehow, crept into the pages of the book. There are brisk and clever sentences, many of them, which evoke her own personality. Perhaps my
complaint is that tl].ere just aren't enough of them, that too much of the
writing - notably the details from research - is journalistic. as it lies there
in cold type, when we know very well that the author's own speech on the
same subject would have been limpid and ftill of flavor. Other passages do
carry that quality - her' description of a sugar plantation, or of the comparsas, the masked merrymakers of Havana's spring festival, for example.
My other regret is, as always, that the proportion of sheer personal gleaning
from the country' could not have been greater, for it is what Erna Fergusson
sees and talks about when she explores ,a country that is more fascinating
and valuable than what she gives us of her reading and study about that
same country.' It is for this reason that this reviewer waits with particular
pleasure Miss Fergusson's account of her own city, due for publication before this review will see print, in fact.. For rich stores from long-time
observation about Albuquerque, New Mexico, should be garnered in that
book.
"
KATHERINE

SIMONS

Crow Field, by Margaret Currier Boylen. New York: Doubleday and Company, 1947. $2.75.
~
Crow Field, according to its jacket, is the story of Ella Kinney, who
comes to a summer theatre in New England to replace the former stage
manager and designer who h~ mysteriously vanished. Within the· twentyfour-hour time lapse of the story Ella has many strange encounters with the
actors at Crow Field, and eventually she discovers the murderer of "good
old Clem."
That's the story and if you stick to it you're done. For soon everyone
. in the book will seem to be talking' stunningly worded nonsense and you'll
finish under Mrs~ Boylen's p~wer, not your own.
Actually, Crow Field is 'one of the most precisely executed· and exquisitely maneuvered allegories I've been fortunate enough to read. It is
like a nest of graduated boxes, one opening 'to reveal another, but all of
them related in shape and design. What first appeared to be an aberration
of the author is calculation. The words have meanings as well as sound.
And the delight of the reader becomes endless.
For me, it happened with Mrs. Tupp, who carries around a little blind
dog, Sophie. Mrs. Tupp had been on the train that brought Ella to Crow
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Field, and Ella meets her again at the theatre. As a housekeeper, Mrs. Tupp
seems sinister, unreal and exasperating. It is only after you realize that
Mrs. Tupp is actually Ignorance carrying around Wisdom (that dear little
bulldog) that you begin half way to approach Mrs. Boylen on her own
ground. Greta, at first sight, seems to be another of those inexplicable actorcharacters. She is actually a symbol for Truth. And one more huge piece
of the story falls into place with the beauty and accuracy that Mrs. Boylen
intended and achieved.
Thus you go through an Artist's personal Gethsemane, her struggle to
survive, as an Artist, in a world of horror where many times she is her own
worst enemy. She meets Christianity - wedded to the Church but determined to embrace her. (This, incidentally, is one of the funniest episodes
in the book.) She encounters Insight, that finally leaves her deserted at
Crow Field, and Self-love, which murdered Compassion.
Even with these identifications the story won't always come clear for
you. Much of what you might call intense writing is the backwash or overlap of the not clearly conscious mind. It is feeling with the isolated flavor
and color of feeling. It is also experience distorted by more experience, all
of it personal, until at times it's quite enough for the author to keep it personal and let the reader go hang. And hang you will on the pinnacles of
Mrs. Boylen's unbeatable poetry-prose. For if you understood it all you'd
have written it first yourself.
Aside from its allegorical significance, what is most important in Mrs.
Boylen's writing is the humor. Much of it depends on her way of returning
to the idiom after a flight into words that haven't been so successfully used
since Shakespeare. Some of it is in imagery such as her description of the
retreat"of her ancestors:
they turned their broad experienced backs
and vanished, leaving a tracked-up place in the sunset to prove they had
been there." Again it is simply the hilarity of a singular truth, such as her
descriptions of t:l!e Church: "Had Luther known that his ninety-nine thunderbolts tacked on the door of the church at Wiirttemberg would one day
grow inextricably ,tangled, interlarded, buttressed, sunk. and countersunk
in fried chicken, lemonade, ice cream, potato salad, covered dishes, watermelon, three-legged races and rowing in the fetid pond - would he have
-smiled his work to see?" But most of it lies in the sly communication of
one human's plight (the Author's) to another human (the reader) who has
been there, plighted, before her.
In her' first novel Mrs. Boylen has easily enough material for three. It
is to be hoped that she returns to this book and selects 0I!e of the little
graduated boxes and makes of it a complete story in itself. In one way her
choice of form was unfortunate, for the book won't reach enough readers.
But in another way it is just as well; her unique talent needed a release
from the formalities of the conventional first novel.
Her publishers doubtless realized the book would not have "popular
H •••
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appeal," but Doubleday also knows that very soon Mrs. Boylen will sit down
quietly to write a masterpiece-although I'm not' at all sure she hasn't
already.
FRANCES

MORGENROTH

The Last Circle: Stories and Poems, by Stephen Vincent Benet. New York:
, Farrar, Straus, and Company, 1946. $3.00.
These short stories ,and poems are a good antidote for the front page of
a newspaper. In them people love monogamously, fight for ideals rather
than products, and in one way or another make sacrifices for the good of
others... In' direct statement these themes perhaps invite the charge of sentimentality, but in The Last Circle, dramatized in, action and character,
imagery and dialogue, they usually ring true. For one thing, the Devil may
have left New Hampshire, but in The Last Circle he is still about to make
bargains with Jabez Stones and to fight it out with· Daniel Websters: there
is no suggestion, furthermore, that he is an easy 'antagonist or that he always
comes off second best.
The eleven poems ar~ divided into two groups: war poems and those
addressed to the poet's wife and children. The fifteen stories are printed
in three groups. In the first, the action is in the past - as far back as "the
beginni:pg" in "As It Was in the Begil)ning" and as recent as P. 1;. Barnum
in "The· Angel Was a Yankee." Two stories in this group involve the
supernatural. The second group brings the action up to the twentieth century. The third returns to earlier times, makes considerable use of the
supernatural, and, like the first, ends with a fable, "The Land Where There
Is No Death."
But in a loose sense many of these stories are fables, with broadly typical
characters in some elemental quest or conflict, and it seems to me that few
writers have done as well as Benet with this type of story. Though simple
in outline, his characters are touched with a tenderness that makes them
more than abstractions.
~

She was not looking at him, she was looking at the yard. She was looking out at
the frosty stars. There was weariness on her faCe} and the star light could not give
it back its youth, but there was a certain content as well. . . . Now she shivered,
crossing her arms like a girl, and turned away from the window. . . .

The simple outline of character is given body not so much by the shading
of complex individuality as by the author's sympathy and by integration
with familiar - usually American - scene and tradition. Also through this
latter quality Benet's supernaturalism becomes more than stage effect. His
devils are not fake horrors, but natural symbols shaped in the folkways of
living people.
Although comparatively few of the poems and stories of The Last Circle
deal directly with the war, and none with actual fighting, all carry the impress of the time when they were written. The hatred of tyranny, the
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dignity of man, the courage to be free, the oneness of all human lifethemes revivified during the war and now perhaps less popular - are implicit in almost every poem and story, and explicit in many.
The title is from "As It Was in the Beginning": "You drop a stone
in a pool and the circles spread. But on what far shore of the pool does the
last circle break?"
W. P. ALBRECHT
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